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Ab initio HF/6-31G** calculations have been carried out to determine the equilibrium structure and vibrational frequencies of
dimers formed from interaction of diacetamide with water and methanol. In both water and methanol complexes, three stable
structures are found, the Ðrst one being a cyclic double hydrogen-bonded structure a and the two others being open structures
with hydrogen bonds formed at the carbonyl in cis (b) and in trans (c) position. The most stable structure is the cyclic structure ;
the stabilisation energy computed at the MP2/6-31G** level being [44 kJ mol~1 for the water complex and [48 kJ mol~1 for
the methanol complex. Structure c is about 1 kJ mol~1 more stable than structure b, showing that the two carbonyl groups have
about the same proton acceptor ability. The force constant of the non-bonded OH group of water slightly increases upon
hydrogen-bond formation in agreement with the anticooperativity theory. A correlation is found between the force constant of
the free and bonded OH bonds and the corresponding OH distances. Comparison of the energy of structures a and b of water
and methanol complexes suggests that the acidity of the hydroxylic compound is more determinant than its proton acceptor
ability.

Amido groups are the most common sites for molecular
recognition through hydrogen bonding in natural systems.
Consequently, it is important to understand the energetic and
structural details of such interactions. Small molecules have
been used extensively to model the speciÐc binding inter-
actions formed in larger biochemical systems. In view of their
importance, numerous ab initio calculations dealing with the
structures and energetics of the complexes between aliphatic
amides and water have been reported.1h13 To the best of our
knowledge, no theoretical data on the interaction between
imides and model proton donors are available. Imides are
however very important molecules in molecular recognition
and it is tempting to apply imide hydrogen-bond rules to
chemical homologues and analogues such as uracils and barb-
iturates to investigate hostÈguest interactions where predict-
able aggregation patterns are very often observed.14 More
speciÐcally, diacetamide (DIAC) was found to be a versatile
cocrystallizing agent, forming at least ten di†erent cocrystal
pairs.15 DIAC crystallizes in two di†erent polymeric forms,
the stable form containing molecules having the cis, trans con-
formation. In the crystalline state, the molecules are held
together by centrosymmetric NHÉ É ÉO hydrogen bonds.16 The
cis, trans conformer is also the most stable form observed in
solution.17

When DIAC is complexed with proton donors of moderate
strength such as 4-nitrophenol or hydroquinone, the cis, trans
conformation is retained and the anti lone pair of electrons of
the trans imide carbonyl is hydrogen bonded to the phenolic
OH group.15

Owing to the strong tendency of DIAC to form dimers in
the solid state, only one carbonyl function is available to form
hydrogen bonds with guest molecules and from these results,
no conclusions can be drawn on the relative proton acceptor

ability of the non-equivalent carbonyl functions in cis and
trans positions.

In this work, we have carried out a theoretical study of the
structure, vibrational properties and energies of the complexes
formed by DIAC and water or methanol which are among the
smallest guest molecules. The results allow the basicity of the
two carbonyl functions of the isolated DIAC molecule to be
established.

Computational methods
Ab initio molecular orbital calculations were carried out
making use of a local version of the GAUSSIAN 92 set of
programs.18 Geometrical parameters were fully optimized at
the HartreeÈFock (HF) level with a 6-31G** basis set ( pol-
arized p-functions on H atoms and polarized d-functions on
C, N and O atoms). Harmonic vibrational analysis were per-
formed using HF/6-31G** wavefunctions, the force constants
being calculated analytically. Relative energies between the
di†erent complexes were subsequently estimated with single-
point electronic energies computed using wavefunctions
incorporating electron correlation through Mo� llerÈPlesset
perturbation theory (MPn, n \ 2È4) and HF/6-31G** opti-
mized geometries. In the fourth-order perturbation calcu-
lations, only single, double and quadrupole substitutions have
been included (MP4SDQ). While the zero-point energy cor-
rections have been taken into account, the basis set super-
position errors have not been included in the calculations.

Results and Discussion

Conformation and vibrational properties of the monomer of
DIAC

As for other diacylamides the monomer of DIAC is capable of
existing in three basic conformations about the NwC bonds.
Previous calculations predicted that the cis, trans conforma-
tion is of lowest energy, the relative energies of the trans, trans
and cis, cis conformers being 25 and 46 kJ mol~1, respectively
(HF/3-21G level).19 More recent MP2/6-31G*// HF/4-31G*
computations give smaller energy di†erences, namely 21 and
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Fig. 1 Optimized structure of cis, trans DIAC

26 kJ molv1 , respectively.20 These results are in good agree-
ment with electron di†raction data of DIAC in the gas
phase.21 Therefore, only the cis, trans conformer will be con-
sidered in this work.

HF/4-31G* geometry optimizations have been recently
carried out for the trans, cis diacetamide and its vibrational
frequencies have been computed and compared with the
experimental ones observed in low-temperature argon or
nitrogen matrices.20 As the main scope of this work is the
study of the changes in the structural and vibrational proper-
ties of DIAC induced by complex formation with model
proton donors, it was necessary for the purpose of comparison
to compute the properties of the monomer at the same level.

The most relevant HF/6-31G** optimized geometric
parameters of DIAC are indicated in Fig. 1. The skeleton of
DIAC is planar or nearly so and the two CxO bond lengths
are about the same. The C(2)xO(3) and C(5)xO(6) distances
are 0.028 shorter, the C(5)wC(7) distance 0.008 shorterÓ Ó
and the C(2)wC(4) distance longer by about 0.007 than theÓ
HF/6-31G** distances.20 The two NwC distances and the
interatomic angles are about the same. The distances between
the methyl hydrogens and the oxygens provide reliable indica-
tions about the intramolecular interactions. The H(9) and
H(13) atoms lie approximately in the skeletal plane of the mol-
ecule. The short intramolecular contacts [O(6)H(12) 2.476 Ó,
O(3)É É ÉH(13) 2.590 O(3)É É ÉH(9) 2.505 suggests the exis-Ó, Ó]
tence of very weak intramolecular CHÉ É ÉO hydrogen bonds.

Table 1 HF/6-31G** vibrational wavenumbers ( cm~1) for DIAC and DIACÈND and assignment of the vibrationsa

Number DIAC DIACÈND assignment

1 3471[52] 2545[40] l(NH), l(ND)
2 2993[14] 2993[14] las(CH3@ )3 2992[6] 2993[6] las(CH3)4 2972[5] 2973[5] las(CH3@ )5 2935[13] 2936[13] las(CH3)6 2903[3] 2903[3] ls(CH3@ )7 2878[5] 2878[5] ls(CH3)8 1812[137] 1803[161] l[C(2)xO(3)]] l[C(5)xO(6)]

([9, [4)
9 1794[628] 1791[567] l[C(5)xO(6)]] l[C(2)xO(3)]

([13, [27)
10 1498[270] d[N(1)H(8)]] l[N(1)C(2)] (II)

1353[304] d[N(1)D(8)] d[N(1)C(2)] (II)
11 1449[8] 1449[9] das(CH3)12 1444[7] 1444[7] das(CH3@ )13 1434[34] 1440[26] das(CH3)14 1421[5] 1422[32] das(CH3@ )15 1400[67] 1403[340] ds(CH3@ ) ] d(ND)
16 1383[16] ds(CH3) ] d(NH)

1395[33] ds(CH3) ] ds(CH3@ )17 1271[369] l[N(1)C(5)]] d(NH)] r(CH3@ )1259[132] l[N(1)C(5)]] d(ND)] r(CH3@ )18 1213[119] l[N(1)C(2)]] d(NH) (III)
19 1098[32] r(CH3) ] d[N(1)D(8)]
20 1052[12] 1052[9] r(CH3@ )21 1046[8] 1047[9] r(CH3)22 1031[58] 1026[60] r(CH3@ )([4, [5)
23 999[11] r(CH3) ] d[N(1)H(8)]

([8, 0)
24 950[1] 950[2] l[N(1)C(2)C(4)]] d[C(2)x[O(3)]
25 892[10] l(ND)] l[N(1)C(5)C(7)]
26 754[3] l[(N(1)C(5)C(7)]
27 676[110] 458[32] c[N(1)H(8)]
28 630[15] 629[15] d[C(2)xO(3)]] d[C(2)N(1)C(5)]

([5, [3)
29 600[13] 609[52] c[C(2)xO(3)]

([3, [1)
30 545[10] c[C(5)x(6)]] c(NH)

(0, [2)
31 528[41] 521[38] c[C(5)xO(6)]] d[N(1)C(2)O(3)]

([1, [10)
32 207[15] 206[15] skeletal vibrations

([4, [1) 84[3]
85[3] 66[10]
66[10]

a Intensities (km mol~1) in square brackets. The frequencies are scaled by a factor of 0.9. The numbers in parentheses indicate the isotopic shift
for the 18O(3) and 18O(6) isotopomers. l : stretching. d : in-plane deformation. c : out-of-plane deformation r : rocking vibration.
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Fig. 2 Optimized structures for the complexes between DIAC and
water ; structures a, b and c

This is in line with the values of the non-bonded OÉ É ÉH
overlap populations which are 0.0025, 0.0005 and 0.0024 for
these three intramolecular contacts.20

The HF/6-31G** vibrational wavenumbers of DIAC and
of its ND-deuteriated isotopomer are listed in Table 1. The
HF/4-31G* wavenumbers20 di†er about 5È20 cm~1 from the
HF/6-31G** values. The absorptions at 1812 and 1794 cm~1
have been assigned to the symmetric and antisymmetric
stretching modes of the two carbonyls.20 18O substitution
suggests however that the low frequency mode has a more
pronounced l[C(5)xO(6)] character than the high one. Also
some di†erent assignment of the amide II and III vibration is

proposed in this work. In DIAC-ND, the amide II vibration
predicted at 1353 instead of 1108 cm~1. The modes at 1259
cm~1 assigned to the l(CwN) stretching vibrations in ref. 20
are now assigned to the amide III vibration coupled with the
rocking vibration of the group. The mode at 1098 cm~1CH3@(not mentioned in ref. 20) (the absorption at 1063 cm~1 is
assigned to a rocking vibration of the also con-CH3 group)
tains strong d[N(1)D(8)] character. The isotopic shifts in the
two O18 isotopomers clearly shows that the mode at 950
cm~1 has some d[C(2)xO(3)] character.

Some interesting e†ects are connected with the vibrational
modes involving the methyl groups. The asymmetric stretch-
ing vibration of a methyl group is normally degenerate. In
DIAC, however, this mode is split into two compounds at
2993 and 2972 cm~1 for the group and at 2992 and 2935CH3@cm~1 for the group. The removal of the degeneracy canCH3be accounted for by the non-equivalence of the three CwH
bonds, one or two of them being involved in weak intramole-
cular CHÉ É ÉO bonds. The deformation vibrations are less sen-
sitive to this e†ect. They are predicted at 1450 and 1449 cm~1
for the group and at 1444 and 1442 cm~1 for theCH3 CH3@group.

Interaction between DIAC and water

The three stable structures resulting from the interaction of
DIAC with one water molecule are shown in Fig 2. Structure
a exhibits a cyclic conformation, water accepting a proton
from the N(1)H(8) group while donating a proton to the car-
bonyl O(6) oxygen.

Both structures b and c have open geometries, the OH
bonds of water being hydrogen bonded to the oxygen atom of
the carbonyl group in the cis and trans position, respectively.

In structures b and c, the distances between the water
proton and the basic centre are similar, namely, 2.061 and
2.067 and the departure from linearity somewhat smaller inÓ
b (18.1¡) than in c (21.1¡). The cyclic arrangement results in
more bent hydrogen bonds, the deformation from linearity
being 37.2¡ for the OHÉ É ÉO hydrogen bond and 28.2¡ for the
NHÉ É ÉO one. Complex formation at the C(5)xO(6) function
induces a small elongation of this bond ( 0.006 and a veryÓ)
small contraction of the C(2)xO(3) bond (0.001 Ó).

The reverse holds when complex formation occurs at the
C(2)xO(3) group. As expected, the N(1)wC(5) distance
decreases in b and increases in c. In the complex a, elongation
of the NH and of the C(5)xO(6) bonds amounts to 0.005 and
0.008 In the three complexes, the sp2 character of the nitro-Ó.
gen atom remains unchanged, the sum of the angles around
this atom being near 360¡.

As indicated in Table 2, water undergoes also small geomet-
ric changes which will be later discussed.

The open complex with the NH bond acting as a proton
donor and water as proton acceptor is not stable and rep-
resents only a transition structure.

As shown in several previous works, the most stable struc-
ture of the formamideÈwater complex is the cyclic one.2,9,22
The HF/6-31G** optimized OHÉ É ÉO distance of 2.047 andÓ
the NHÉ É ÉO distance of 2.159 are very similar to the dis-Ó
tance found by the density functional theory (2.061 and 2.161

In the complex a, the NHÉ É ÉO distance is markedlyÓ).9
shorter (2.074 ) while the OHÉ É ÉO distance somewhatÓ
longer (2.079 than in the formamide complex. These Ðnd-Ó)
ings suggests that the NH bond has a more pronounced acidic
character in imides than in amides and are in line with the
experimental values in aqueous solution which amountspKato 11.2 for diacetamide and 15.1 for acetamide.23 This con-
clusion also agrees with the higher hydrogen-bond acidity
parameter of imides as compared with amides.24 Recent
experimental results on complexes involving diacetamide and
phenols also show that the basicity of imides is lower than
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Table 2 Selected HF/6-31G** geometric parameters for free DIAC and the DIACÈwater complexes ( distances in angles in degrees)Ó,

complex
distance free DIAC or
or angle free water a b c

N(1)H(8) 0.997 1.002 0.996 0.997
C(2)xO(3) 1.192 1.193 1.191 1.199
N(1)C(5) 1.394 1.384 1.387 1.397
N(1)C(2) 1.379 1.381 1.383 1.373
C(5)xO(6) 1.193 1.201 1.199 1.192
N(1)C(5)O(6) 117.7 118.3 117.1 117.5
C(5)N(1)H(8) 111.9 112.8 112.0 111.8
C(7)C(5)O(6) 123.1 121.8 123.1 123.1
C(5)N(1)C(2) 130.2 129.4 130.1 130.5
O(15)H(16) 0.9431 0.950 0.9479 0.9478
O(15)H(17) 0.9431 0.9430 0.9427 0.9427
H(16)O(15)H(17) 106 106.4 105.7 106
N(1)É É ÉO(15) 2.995
H(8)É É ÉO(15) 2.074
O(15)É É ÉO(6) 2.893 2.976
H(16)É É ÉO(6) 2.079 2.061
N(1)H(8)O(15) 151.8
O(6)H(16)O(15) 142.8 161.9
O(3)É É ÉO(15) 2.971
O(3)H(16) 2.067
O(3)H(16)O(15) 158.9

that of aliphatic amides characterized by the same degree of
substitution.25

Vibrational analysis of the DIAC–water complexes
Tables 3È5 list the wavenumbers of the vibrations which are
markedly modiÐed upon complexation with water along with
the shifts from free DIAC. Note here that the IR intensities
calculated at the level of theory used here can only indicate a
qualitive trend for IR absorption. For complex a, the vibra-
tional modes implying a stretching or bending motion of the
N(1)wH(8) group show signiÐcant shifts, the stretching mode
being red shifted and the modes involving an in-plane16,17,18
and out-of-plane deformation26,27 being blue shifted.

For the cyclic DIAC-ND complex, the mode 16 is slightly
blue shifted and the vibration predicted at 1360 and 1275
cm~1 have a strong d(ND) character. These features are in
line with the assignment of the vibrations in the free molecule.
It is also noteworthy that the isotopic ratio l(NH)/l(ND) is
nearly identical for the free (1.363) and complexed (1.361) mol-
ecule. As pointed out in a previous work,26 ab initio calcu-
lations of harmonic vibrational wavenumbers are not able to
reproduce the isotope ratio which should be lower for a NH
bond involved in a hydrogen bond of medium strength.27

In the complexes b and c, the l(NH) vibration remains
almost unchanged in frequency and in intensity. In b, the
l[C(5)xO(6)] mode is red shifted by 23 cm~1 and the mode 8
associated mainly with the l[C(2)xO(3)] vibration is blue
shifted by 3 cm~1. This can be explained in terms of electronic
delocalisation within the C(2)N(1)C(5)O(6) skeleton which
lowers the basicity of the O(3) atom. The mode 17 involving
mainly a coupled l[N(1)C(5)]] d(NH) motion is blue shifted
by 17 cm~1 and this can be accounted for by the strength-
ening of the N(1)wC(5) bond [decrease of the N(1)wC(5)
distance]. In c, a reverse e†ect is observed, the mode 17 being
red shifted by 4 cm~1.

The frequency of the mode 31 related to a d[C(5)xO(6)]
in-plane deformation increases by 16 cm~1 in structure b but
only 5 cm~1 in complex c. The small upward shift of the
d[C(2)xO(3)] vibration in b and c results probably from a
strong mixing of this mode with the skeletal deformations.

The stretching vibrations of the methyl group show weak
perturbations in frequency and in intensity, except for the Ðrst
component of the degenerate vibration which shiftslas(CH3@ )toward higher frequencies, by 10 cm~1 in b and 8 cm~1 in c.

This mode also loses a great deal of its intensity which nearly
vanishes in c. This e†ect may be due to the weakening of the
intramolecular CHÉ É ÉO interactions induced by the formation
of an intermolecular hydrogen bond with a water molecule.

For all three complexes, the frequencies of the water iso-
topomers DOH and have been computed. InH2O, D2ODOH, the hydrogen-bonded DOHÉ É É and deuterium bonded
HODÉ É É structures have been considered. The results are also
reported in Tables 3È5.

The intermolecular fundamentals of are predictedH2Obetween 550 and 50 cm~1 and those of between 410 andD2O40 cm~1. The vibrations near 500 and 300 cm~1 have been
assigned in the formamideÈwater complex13 to the out-of-
plane and in-plane vibrations, and the absorptions between
200 and 50 cm~1 to torsional modes and the intermolecular
stretching vibration lp. In b, the vibration at 147 143(H2O),
(HODÉ É É), 145 (DOHÉ É É) and 141 cm~1 are assigned to(D2O)
the lp-mode. As expected,28h35 these vibrations are practically
insensitive to deuteriation.

More attention will be paid to the stretching vibration of
water and its isotopomers. Complexation with proton accep-
tors decouple to a certain extent the asymmetric and sym-(l3)metric stretching vibration of the or molecules .(l1) H2O D2OThe OH(OD) stretching vibration of HOD can be considered
as completely decoupled. Therefore, the frequency shift
induced by complex formation is the average of the and thel3frequencies in the free or molecules and the fre-l1 H2O D2Oquencies of the l(OH) or l(OD) vibrations of the DOHÉ É É or
HODÉ É É complexes.

In free the mean l(OH) frequency is predicted atH2 O,
3784 cm~1. In b, the l(OH) vibration of HODÉ É É is predicted
at 3790 cm~1 (*l\ ]6 cm~1) while in DOHÉ É É the l(OH)
vibration is expected at 3715 cm~1 (*l\ [69 cm~1).

These shifts parallel a very small contraction of the free OH
or OD bond (*r \ ]0.0047 Increase of the free l(OH) orÓ).
l(OD) frequencies with the hydrogen-bond strength has been
recently discussed by one of us.36

Taking the values of the distances of Table 2 and the values
of the frequencies of Tables 3[ 5 for the free and bonded OH
groups, the following equation, illustrated in Fig 3, can be
deduced :

[*l(OH)/cm~1]\ 0.609[ 14530[*r(OH)/Ó] (r \ 0.999) (1)

A linear relation for carboxylic groups involved in hydrogen-
bond formation has been presented recently. The slope is very
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Table 3 (a) HF/6-31G** vibrational wavenumbers of the DIACÈwater complex a (in cm~1, scaled by 0.9)

Mode DIACÈNH shift DIACÈND shift

1 3386[222] [85 2487[147] [58
2 2994[13] ]1 2994[13] ]1
3 2992[9] È 2992[9] È
4 2974[4] ]2 2974[4] ]2
5 2940[11] ]5 2940[11] ]5
6 2904[3] ]1 2904[3] ]1
7 2880[4] ]2 2881[4] ]3
8 1810[183] [2 1802[262] [1
9 1765[633] [29 1765[119] [35

10 1542[213] ]44 1407[371] ]54
11 1448[8] [1 1448[8] [1
12 1444[7] È 1444[6] È
13 1434[21] È 1438[35] ]4
14 1420[11] [1 1421[61] È
15 1400[83] È 1407[371]a ]7
16 1387[34] ]4 1398[26] ]3
17 1291[396] ]14 1360[255]a È

1275 [105]a
18 1232[132] ]19 È È
19 È 1114[48] ]16
23 1010[7] ]11 È È
24 950[2] ]4 955[5] ]5
25 È È 922[11] ]20
27 803[99]b ]127 638[106] ]180

797[38]b
28 633[16] ]3 631[18] ]1
29 603[19] ]3 È È
30 565[7] ]20 È È
31 538[97]c ]10 533[28]c ]12
32 219[20]c ]12 220[20]c ]13

92[14]c ]7 93[14]c ]8
70[7]c ]4 70[7]c ]4

(b) Water vibrationsd

HOH HOD DOH DOD
complex shift complex shift complex shift complex shift

3805[119] [32 3788[59] ]1 3686[215] [101 2786[83] [28
3664[14] [68 2676[98] [74 2750[27] 0 2646[58] [45
1614[100] ]21 1389[133] ]7 1438[129] ]42 1177[60] ]11

552[296], 311[99] 413[128], 392[71] 548[254], 260[58] 411[106], 391[80]
197[110], 147[1] 272[93], 189[59] 149[57], 145[30] 234[44], 145[52]
92[14] 143[1], 92[13] 90[12] 90[12]

a Vibrations with a strong d(ND) character. b Vibrations with a strong c(NH) character. c Vibrations coupled with water modes. d The HF/6-
31G** harmonic frequencies ( scaled by 0.9) are 3837, 3732 and 1593 cm~1 for HOH, 3787, 2750 and 1396 cm~1 for DOH and 2814, 2691 and
1166 cm~1 for DOD.

Fig. 3 *l(OH)/cm~1 as a function of *r(OH)/Ó

similar but the intercept di†ers markedly (22.30).26 From the
data recently reported by Gould and Hillier37 for HOD com-
plexed with O bases, a linear correlation with a slope of 20650
and intercept of 2401 can be found (r \ 0.978).

The intramolecular force constants of free and bonded
water computed in internal coordinates are reported in Table
6. The stretching force constants of its free and bonded OH
groups are denoted by and indicates the deformationf rf f rb , fdforce constant and the stretchingÈstretching interactionfrr ,constant.

When water is bonded asymmetrically, there are two
stretchingÈdeformation interaction constants indicated by f rdfand f rdb .

In all calculations of force constants of the asymmetrically
bonded water molecule, the force constant of the free OH
bond is considered as constant,30h35 the number of unknown
force constants in the quadratic potential function being in
fact too large to be derived by a convergence method.

Intramolecular force constants in small water clusters have
been computed using a HF/6-31G* method38 and the authors
have concluded that the force constants of the free OH oscil-
lators show little change with n, the number of molecules in
the cluster. Their results show however that on going from the
monomer to the dimer, the force constant of the free OH
slightly increases from 954 to 960 N m~1.
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Table 4 (a) HF/6-31G** vibrational wavenumbers of the DIACÈwater complex b (in cm~1, scaled by 0.9)

mode DIACÈNH shift DIACÈND shift

1 3470[54] [1 2544[41] [1
2 3003[1] ]10 3004[1] ]10
3 2994[6] ]1 2994[6] ]1
4 2971[4] [1 2971[4] ]2
5 2937[12] ]2 2937[12] ]1
6 2904[1] ]1 2904[1] ]1
7 2878[5] È 2878[5] È
8 1815[221] ]3 1804[226] ]6
9 1771[626] [23 1765[532] [26

10 1498[264] È 1354[366] ]1
11 1451[7] ]2 1452[7] ]3
12 1449[9] ]5 1449[9] ]5
13 1435[36] ]1 1439[25] [1
14 1427[8] ]6 1428[36] ]6
15 1402[55] ]2 1404[241] ]1
16 1384[16] ]1 1398[128] ]3
17 1288[375] ]17 1273[105] ]14
18 1211[153] [2 1111[35] È
20 1058[13] ]6 1058[13] ]6
22 1038[64] ]7 1032[66] ]6
24 954[2] ]4 953[3] ]3
25 È È 891[11]a [1
27 682[115] ]6 461[31] ]3
28 634[22] ]4 632[22] ]3
31 542[57]b ]16 535[74]b ]13
32 212[38] ]5 211[38] ]5

63[3] [3 66[6] È

(b) Water vibrationsd

HOH HOD DOH DOD
complex shift complex shift complex shift complex shift

3811[130] [26 3790[40] ]3 3715[280] [72 2791[90] [24
3690[188] [42 2698[145] [52 2750[27] ]1 2663[84] [28
1618[91] ]25 1396[88] È 1441[43] ]45 1183[47] ]17

511[275], 267[101] 373[165], 229[53] 510[262], 228[36] 372[148], 215[18]
198[11], 136[118] 210[47], 135[112] 194[15], 116[1] 185[44], 113[1]
118[1] 115[1] 103[69] 102[67]

a Vibration with a strong d(ND) character. b Vibrations coupled with water modes.

This small change parallels a small increase of the negative
charge on the O and H atoms of the free OH group which is
always found at any level of calculation as :39h40

BÉ É ÉH̀wO~
}

H~

Inspection of the results of Table 6 shows that in the present
complexes, the force constant of the free OH bond also slight-
ly increases, by about ]0.1% in complexes b and c. The
stretching force constants of the free and bonded OH group

are correlated to the r(OH) distance by the followingfr(OH)
equation :

[ fr(OH)/N m~1]\ 625 [ 6226 ln[r(OH)/Ó] (r \ 0.979) (2)

The calculated vibrational properties of hydrogen-bonded
OH groups have been recently discussed and a linear relation
between the hydrogen-bonded OH lengthening and the
increase of the OH distance has been proposed.26

The interaction constant decreases with the strength offrrthe hydrogen bond. This agrees with previous results on water
complexes.31h35 The present calculations also show an impor-
tant decrease of the interaction constant upon hydrogen-f rdbbond formation.

Comparison with experiment

In solvents such as carbon tetrachloride DIAC forms very
strong dimers. At a concentration of 0.1 mol l~1 which is the

usual concentration to investigate experimentally the inter-
action between water and base, the monomer fraction is 0.15.
In carbon tetrachloride, the and vibrations of water arel3 l1observed at 3708 and 3616 cm~1. These bands are shifted to
3688 (*l\ [20 cm~1) and 3554 cm~1 (*l\ [62 cm~1) in
the complex. In 1,2-dichloroethane, the experimental shifts are
[26 and [83 cm~1 but in the HODÉ É É complex the l(OH)
band is shifted upward by 3 cm~1.25

As already pointed out earlier, in solvents of low polarity
DIAC forms centrosymmetric dimers, the NH and CxO
group in the cis position being involved in hydrogen-bond for-
mation. Therefore, the only available interaction site in this
dimer is the CxO bond in the trans position. The basicity of
this site in the monomer and dimer of DIAC is not the same,
so that the predicted shifts of [26 and [42 cm~1 cannot be
compared with the experimental ones.

Interaction between DIAC and methanol

The geometries of the three stable structures of the complex
between DIAC and methanol are indicated in Fig 4. There is
an almost perfect coincidence of the cyclic hydrogen-bonded
structures for water and methanol.¤ A similar coincidence has

¤ Optimized geometries and vibrational frequencies for the DIACÈ
methanol complexes can be obtained from the authors.
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Table 5 (a) HF/6-31G** vibrational wavenumbers of the DIACÈwater complex c (in cm~1, scaled by 0.9)

mode DIACÈNH shift DIACÈND shift

1 3469[57] [2 2544[44] [1
2 3001[0.2] ]8 3001[0.2] ]8
3 2994[12] ]2 2994[12] ]1
4 2971[5] [1 2973[5] È
5 2936[7] ]1 2935[11] [1
6 2903[2] È 2903[2] È
7 2877[9] [1 2877[8] [1
8 1809[258] [3 1800[280] [3
9 1777[560] [17 1774[566] [17

10 1504[289] ]6 1364[298] ]11
11 1459[9] ]10 1459[9] ]10
12 1444[7] È 1447[7] È
13 1437[40] ]3 1443[25] ]3
14 1422[4] ]1 1423[46] ]1
15 1399[67] [1 1398[19]a ]3
16 È È 1364[298]a È
17 1267[415] [11 1256[164]a [3
18 1228[86] ]13 È È
19 È È 1109[28]a ]11
21 1046[8] ]7 1047[9] ]5
25 È È 902[7]a ]10
27 685[110] ]9 465[29] ]7
28 635[13] ]5 634[13] ]5
29 603[16] ]3 611[55]b ]2
31 533[64]c ]5 525[70]c ]4
32 223[40] ]16 È È

70[10] ]4

(b) Water vibrations

HOH HOD DOH DOD
complex shift complex shift complex shift complex shift

3811[130] [26 3789[59] ]2 3715[280] [72 2791[83] [23
3690[188] [42 2698[139] [52 2751[17] ]1 2663[78] [28
1618[91] ]25 1389[134] ]7 1438[129] ]42 1177[60] ]11

511[275], 267[101] 413[128], 392[721] 548[254], 260[59] 411[106], 391[80]
198[11], 147[1] 272[943], 189[59] 149[37], 145[7] 234[44], 145[51]
136[118], 92[14] 143[1], 932[14] 90[13] 90[12]

a Vibration with a strong d(ND) character. b Vibration coupled with the c(ND) mode. c Vibration coupled with a water mode.

Table 6 Intramolecular force constants (N m~1) of the water Mol-
ecule in DIACÈwater complexes

f rf f rb fd frr f rdf f rdb

free water 989.84 989.84 277.96 [9.79 47.59 47.59
complex a 990.22 937.15 262.81 [7.32 46.41 34.31
complex b 991.03 963.46 264.23 [8.17 48.98 39.70
complex c 991.08 963.92 264.26 [8.20 48.40 39.84

been found for the cyclic structure of formamide complexed
with water or methanol.22 For the open structure b, the
HÉ É ÉO distance is getting somewhat shorter (2.052 than inÓ)
the water complex (2.061 The same remark also holds forÓ).
the complex a where the HÉ É ÉO distance is 2.053 instead ofÓ
2.067 in the water complex. The deviation from linearity isÓ
somewhat smaller in complex c (18¡) than in complex complex
b (21¡).

The perturbation of the vibrational modes of DIAC in a are
very similar to those computed for the water complex. The
l(OH) wavenumbers of methanol are predicted at 3685 (a),
3710 (b) and 3711 (c) cm~1. As in the water complex, the shift

is higher for the cyclic structure and is nearly the same for the
two open complexes.

Hydrogen–bond energies

Calculated HF, MP2 and MP4SDQ total energies using the
6-31G** basis set, zero-point energies and the relative energies
of the three stable structures of the DIAC complex are report-
ed in Table 7.

The same parameters, except for the MP4SDQ energies, are
listed in Table 8 for the DIACÈmethanol complex. For both
proton donors, the largest complexation energy is obtained
for the cyclic structure. The proton accepting power of the
two carbonyl groups do not di†er appreciably from each
other.

The results reported in Tables 7 and 8 indicate that the
methanol complexes are slightly more stable than the water
counterparts. The di†erences in complexation energy com-
puted at the MP2 level are of the order of 4 kJ mol~1.

Thus, the most stable structure in both water and methanol
complexes has a cyclic conÐguration where the hydroxylic
compound acts as proton donor and proton acceptor. There-
fore the complexation energies are expected to depend on the
proton acceptor and on the proton donor ability of the guest
molecule.
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Fig. 4 Optimized structures for the complexes between DIAC and
methanol ; structures a, b and c

As shown in several earlier experimental or theoretical
works, for ionic AwH`É É ÉB bonds, the hydrogen-bond ener-
gies are related to the di†erence between proton affinities of
proton acceptor and proton donor (*Epa).41h46

For neutral AHÉ É ÉB hydrogen bonds, the hydrogen-bond
energies are related to the di†erence between the proton affin-
ities of the A~ and B species.47,48 Within a small *EÈ*Epadomain, the correlations are linear. In ROH hydroxylic com-
pounds, stabilization of RO~ lowers the acid dissociation
energy and thereby lower *G¡ values represent strengthened
acidity. The experimental proton affinities of the OH~ and

anions amounts to 1634 and 1585 kJ mol~1. TheCH3O~
proton affinities of the corresponding neutral molecules are
696 and 760 kJ mol~1.48,49

We will now consider only the complexes formed in the cis
position. For structure b, the energy of the hydrogen depends
only on the proton affinity of RO~ while for structure a, the
energy depends on the proton affinities of RO~ and ROH.
The following correlation between the complexation and
protonation energies both expressed in kJ mol~1 can be
deduced :

*H \ 162 [ 0.083[Epa(RO~) [ 0.3Epa(ROH)] r \ 0.999 (3)

These results show that the acidity of the amphoteric ROH
molecules plays a more important role than its bascity. It can
however be argued that the above correlation is only valuable
for a very limited range. As will be discussed in a following
paper, the correlation also holds for the complex between
DIAC and the proton affinity of being 1687 kJNH3 , NH2~molv1 and that of 853 kJ mol~1.50NH3The greater importance of the acidity of the proton donor
in determining hydrogen-bond energies can also be deduced
from the experimental values of the energies of

ionic bonds which decrease with increasingR2OÉ É ÉH`É É ÉOR2basicity of the ether molecule.43
In this aspect, it is also interesting to note that the stabilities

of symmetric proton-held dimer cation whereH`(B)2 B\ H2 ,
or nitrogen-containing hydrocarbons also decrease as theO2proton affinity of B increases.51

In summary, the present theoretical study shows that the
most stable structure of the complexes between DIAC and
either water or methanol is cyclic and that the basicity of the
carbonyl bond in the cis and trans position is also about the
same. The results suggest that energies of the hydrogen bond
depends more on the acidity of the hydroxylic molecule than
on its basicity. At last, small but meaningful increase of the
frequencies of the decoupled vibrations as well as the force
constants of the free OH group are identiÐed in the water
complexes. From these results, it can be anticipated that the
proton donor ability of the non-bonded OH group in
BÉ É ÉHOH complexes will be lower than that of the two OH
groups of the free HOH molecule, in agreement with the anti-
cooperativity theory.52 Recent 6-31G** calculations carried
out on the di†erent isotopomers of the water dimer53 have
also shown that in the dimer, the l(OH) stretch-HODÉ É ÉOH2ing wavenumber of the non-bonded OH group of the HOD
molecule increases by 5 cm~1, in agreement with the results of
the present work.

Table 7 Total zero-point vibrational (ZPE) (kJ mol~1) and relative energies of the complexes between DIAC and water(Eh),

total energiesa relative energiesd

structure HF MP2 MP4SDQb ZPEc HF]ZPE MP2]ZPE MP4]ZPE

monomer [435.798355 [437.052462 [437.107194 339.1 0 0 0
complex a [435.813843 [437.072448 [437.126203 347.9 [31.9 [43.8 [41.1
complex b [435.807854 [437.064862 [437.119061 346.1 [17.9 [25.5 [24.4
complex c [435.808113 [437.065292 [437.107194 346.3 [18.4 [26.5 [25.0

a Based on HF/6-31G** optimized geometries. b Partial fourth-order perturbation theory excluding triple substitutions. c From HF/6-31G**
calculations and scaled by 0.9. d Relative energies with respect to the monomer fragments with correction for zero-point contributions (kJ
mol~1).
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Table 8 Total zero-point vibrational (ZPE)(kJ mol~1) and relative energies of the complexes between DIAC and methanola(Ea),

total energies relative energies

structure HF MP2 ZPE HF]ZPE MP2]ZPE

monomers [474.821450 [476.214517 414.6 0 0
complex a [474.836676 [476.235145 420.6 [33.9 [48.1
complex b [474.830926 [476.227623 419.3 [20.2 [29.7
complex c [474.831153 [476.228032 419.5 [20.6 [30.6

a For footnotes refer to Table 7.
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